
Ventura Chillbox CB4500 45L Thermoelectric Wheeled Coolbox Highlights

 Capacity - 45 Litres

 Triple Power Source - AC 240V, DC 12V or 24V

 Low Cool Temperature - down to 23°C below ambient.

 Alternative Warming Option - warm pre-heated foods to 65°C

 Lightweight - Only 9.5kg

Keep Your Food, Drinks And Snacks Fresh For Longer.

Keeping food and drink fresh and safe to consume is high priority for travellers across the globe. Ventura 

Chillbox CB4500 Thermoelectric Cool Box is ideal for camping, caravanning, motorhomes, and Truck use.

With a high performance thermoelectric heat pump, Ventura ChillBox CB4500 will keep food and drinks 

cool or warm, depending on your preference.

Easy To Transport And Lightweight.

With a capacity of 45 Litres, Ventura Chillbox is lightweight at only 9.5kg and comes complete with an 

integrated handle for simple and easy transportation.

Used as a chest style cooler or an upright fridge, Ventura Chillbox CB4500 features a hinged lid for easy 

access and quick closing, helping to avoid warm air hitting the contents whilst out camping. It’s the ideal 

accessory for any dedicated camper.

Capacity 45 Litres.

As one of the largest capacity coolers on the market today, Ventura Chillbox CB4500 is ideal for any family 

keen on camping and wanting to enjoy the self catering lifestyle. Perfect picnics everytime.



Low Cooling Temperature.

Ventura Chillbox cools down contents to 23° below ambient temperature, making it one of the best coolers 

around. Keep food and drinks fresh for longer.

Alternative Warming Option.

As well as cooling the contents of the Chillbox, users can additionally keep pre-heated food warm up to 

65°C, perfect for those autumn evenings or even keeping your takeaway warm on the way back to the 

campsite.

Easy Transportation.

With an integrated handle, rear wheels and recessed side handles, Ventura ChillBox CB4500 is easy to 

transport from vehicle to camp pitch.

Thermoelectric Cooler.

Ventura ChillBox CB4500 45L coolbox is a thermoelectric cooler, that uses a high performance, Peltier solid 

state heat pump and is extremely reliable. A solid state heat pump transfers current (cool or warm) from 

one side of the ChillBox to the other, creating a cooling or warming state.

Hinge Lid.

For ease of use and to protect contents, CB4500 comes with a hinge lid allowing users to quickly access 

contents when required.

Triple Power Source.

Ventura ChillBox can be powered up via AC and DC power sources. Mains Power 220-240V or DC charge 

12 or 24V provide convenient ways to power your Chillbox.


